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Fake Wife Stacey Lynn 2018-01-09 This marriage is strictly business . . . until the temptation gets way too
real. Corbin: I loved my grandma, but I don’t need her money. All I care about is keeping the house—the
only place that’s ever felt like home. That, and screwing over my dad, who wants to turn the property into
a mall. There’s only one catch: To receive my inheritance, I have to get married within six months. Me,
the guy who’s never dated a girl for more than six minutes. Now I need to find a woman I can trust. So
when I’m rear-ended by a Prius, I figure it’s a sign that I’m supposed to meet gorgeous, down-to-earth
Teagan Monroe. Teagan: First I lose my job. Then I come home and find out—in the most graphic way
possible . . . yeah, that way—that my boyfriend is a cheating jerk. And then I speed off and nearly kill
Portland’s sexiest bachelor. Corbin Lane should be pissed. Instead, he offers me more money than I’ve
ever seen in my life to marry him and live together in a mansion for two years. No sex. No feelings. Just
cash—enough to make all my dreams come true. Then we go and break all our rules . . . and I realize I’m
falling in love with my fake fiancé. The steamy standalone novels in Stacey Lynn’s Crazy Love series can
be read together or separately: FAKE WIFE | KNOCKED UP “Crazy hot, with just enough sweetly
romantic moments to make Fake Wife a memorable page-turner. The fake-relationship story is always a
favorite, and Stacey Lynn’s take is fun, emotional, and seriously hot.”—New York Times bestselling author
Lauren Layne “Fun-loving secondary characters and great chemistry between the leads make this
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introduction to Lynn’s Crazy Love series a winning romance.”—Publishers Weekly “Want a fun steamy
read with just the right amount of drama? Then look no further! Fake Wife pairs happenstance romance
with undeniable attraction for a sexy read to intrigue any type of romance reader.”—Nalla Reads “I really
could keep blathering on about Fake Wife. . . . The emotions are there and that heart-stopping anxiety
really hits, but the way it plays out is mature and realistic. . . . When it came to the characters, I could not
get enough!”—Mammie Babbie “Wow, she has done it again. I love this beautiful and sexy love
story.”—The Book Addict (five stars) And don’t miss her passionate Fireside series: HIS TO LOVE | HIS
TO PROTECT | HIS TO CHERISH | HIS TO SEDUCE This standalone ebook includes an excerpt from
another Loveswept title.
The Wedding Crasher Mia Sosa 2022-04-05 Named one of the most anticipated books of 2022 by EW,
Oprah Daily, Marie Claire, Goodreads and Bookpage! The USA Today bestselling author of The Worst
Best Man is back with a hilarious rom-com about two strangers who get trapped in a lie and have to fake
date their way out of it... Just weeks away from ditching DC for greener pastures, Solange Pereira is
roped into helping her wedding planner cousin on a random couple’s big day. It’s an easy gig... until
Solange stumbles upon a situation that convinces her the pair isn’t meant to be. What’s a true-blue
romantic to do? Crash the wedding, of course. And ensure the unsuspecting groom doesn’t make the
biggest mistake of his life. Dean Chapman had his future all mapped out. He was about to check off “start
a family” and on track to “make partner” when his modern day marriage of convenience went up in
smoke. Then he learns he might not land an assignment that could be his ticket to a promotion unless he
has a significant other and, in a moment of panic, Dean claims to be in love with the woman who crashed
his wedding. Oops. Now Dean has a whole new item on his to-do list: beg Solange to be his pretend
girlfriend. Solange feels a tiny bit bad about ruining Dean’s wedding, so she agrees to play along. Yet as
they fake-date their way around town, what started as a performance for Dean’s colleagues turns into a
connection that neither he nor Solange can deny. Their entire romance is a sham... there’s no way these
polar opposites could fall in love for real, right? "Mia Sosa... is genuinely a master of the modern romance
novel." — Cosmopolitan
The Return Of The Di Sione Wife Caitlin Crews 2016-10-01 I'll have the earrings now. Or are there more
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hoops to jump through? Dario Di Sione should be feeling triumphant–he's about to fulfill his grandfather's
wish and retrieve the precious earrings, but all he feels is fury. The beautiful lawyer handling the sale is
the woman who betrayed him six years ago...his wife! Discovering Anais has kept their child a secret
makes Dario determined to be the father he never had. But Anais's return to his side casts a new light on
past events, and now it's not just the child he wants to claim! Book 3 of The Billionaire's Legacy
His Surrogate for Hire Esther Banks 2015-08-21 A complete pregnancy romance with no cliff hanger. Not
every woman could face being a surrogate. And to be honest, even Diana Baker didn't feel she'd be able
to take on that role. That is, until she lost her job and was faced with eviction. Now given a chance
opportunity, which she hopes will help get her life together, she's becoming a surrogate mother for the
billionaire Clay Marshall. Clay has been single for far too long. When you're a billionaire, it becomes
difficult to find someone who likes you for you rather than your money. Hitting early 40s, he decides it's
time to have the child he wants, even if it's by unconventional means. But by hiring a surrogate, has he
also found the woman he's been searching for all along? Find out in this touching pregnancy romance by
Esther Banks. Suitable for over 18s only due to scenes of a sexual nature.
The Stopover T. L. Swan 2019-10-29 A memorable night of passion refuses to stay just a memory in this
sizzling and scandalous romance from bestselling author T L Swan. I was upgraded to first class on a
flight from London to New York. The food, champagne, and service were impeccable--the blue-eyed man
sitting next to me, even better. He was smart, suave, and sexy. We talked and flirted--and though the
plane was unexpectedly grounded, we still felt sky high in each other's company. We danced and laughed
our way around Boston...and had a night of crazy passion that no woman could forget. That was twelve
months ago, and I haven't heard from him--until today. I started a new job and met the CEO. Imagine my
surprise when I saw those naughty blue eyes gazing at me from behind his mahogany desk. But I'm not
that carefree girl anymore. I have a boyfriend now, and responsibilities. Now he wants to see me in his
office for a private meeting. How can I resist?
The Baby Claim Catherine Mann 2018-02-01 From a family feud…to a one-night stand ending in
heartbreak. Now will these rivals get a second chance at love? Rugged oil tycoon Broderick has avoided
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temptation for years. But an abandoned baby forces him back into his ex-lover’s world. He needs Glenna.
For the child, for himself…for untangling the ties that bind their families. For discovering who the baby’s
father really is. But will their passion survive the truth?
Billionaires & Babies: Baby Bonanza / Baby Business / Baby on the Billionaire's Doorstep (Mills & Boon
By Request) Maureen Child 2012-12-01 Baby Bonanza The revelation that his affair with Jenna Baker had
produced twins was almost impossible to grasp. Nick Falco was now determined to be a part of their lives.
But Jenna wasn’t about to let the tycoon back into her life...at least not without three little words that Nick
had never said...
The Billionaire's Unwanted Baby Lacey Legend 2015-10-01 A one night stand with womanizing billionaire
Lance Carter was never going to end well for Grace Jordan. But she didn't think it would ever get as bad
as this. A few months on from their night of passion, Grace has discovered she is pregnant. Having lost
her job and on the verge of losing her apartment, the timing could not be worse. So she goes to Lance for
help. However, the young playboy barely remembers her name and makes it clear he has no interest in
helping her or the baby. Now Grace is all alone with no one to turn to but just when she is on the verge of
giving everything up she is about to find the help she needs from the most unexpected of sources...
Her Billionaire Boss Jo Grafford 2019-02 Jacey Maddox is determined to atone for her forbidden love and
tragically short marriage by dedicating the rest of her career to her late husband's family firm, Genesis &
Sons. That is, if they'll consider hiring a hated Maddox...CEO Luca Calcagni is determined to teach the
rebel youngest daughter of their biggest rival firm the lesson of her life by hiring her as his personal
assistant. He never counted on their explosive attraction any more than she counted on discovering
herself pregnant with his dead brother's son. When she threatens to raise her child as far as possible from
the reaches of their age-old family feud, it'll take his most skillful negotiating to maneuver her into a
marriage of convenience to keep her and the last tie to his brother - her unborn child - in town.Except
marriage to the stunning, artistic, and complex Jacey turns out to be anything but convenient...Her
Billionaire Boss is a turbulent flight through the lives of two shattered families. It's a story of second
chances, unexpected love, and the discovery that it only takes a little faith to make something beautiful
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out of nothing.
Taking on the Billionaire Robin Covington 2020-12-01 Will the woman he can’t resist be his downfall?
Find out, only from USA TODAY bestselling author Robin Covington! In the boardroom—and the
bedroom—they’re on fire. But will her secrets destroy them both? Investigator Tess Lynch once helped
Adam Redhawk find his Cherokee family. Now the self-made tech billionaire wants her to root out his
company’s saboteur—and share his bed. But as passion builds between them, the private eye pursues a
plan of her own—to get even for the way Adam’s adoptive father ruined hers. Until an unexpected
pregnancy changes everything… From Harlequin Desire: Luxury, scandal, desire—welcome to the lives of
the American elite. Redhawk Reunion Book 1: Taking on the Billionaire Book 2: Seducing His Secret Wife
The Tycoon's Baby (Mills & Boon Vintage Cherish) Leigh Michaels 2013-11-28 The accidental husband!
Webb Copeland had no trouble running a successful business–but, as a gorgeous single father with an
adorable fifteen-month-old baby daughter, he did have problems dealing with all the women who seemed
determined to marry him!
VICTOR: Her Ruthless Crush Theodora Taylor 2021-03-08 Victor. No last name. Totally mysterious. He
doesn't talk. He's insanely hot. And now...I'm supposed to be spending every Thursday with him??? When
my dad asked me to tutor the son of an important business associate, I thought I was agreeing to teach a
little kid. Victor's definitely not a kid. In fact, it's hard to believe we're even the same age. He's way more
powerful than any boy I've ever met. Also, way more intense. He stares at me in this weird way. It almost
feels like obsession. But there's no way he could be attracted to me like I'm attracted to him. I'm just an
overweight nerd with secret dreams I've never dared to tell anyone. Until him. I tell him all of my secrets.
But will I be able to handle it when I find out all of his?
Takeover Evelyn Sola 2021-05-21
Her Billionaire Baby Daddy Tiana Dorsey 2020-03-31 Sabrina’s world is turned upside down when she
first meets Jason, literally, but soon lies and secrets tear them apart. Is the sizzle enough to pull them
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back together? It’s just a normal, crappy day for Sabrina, there isn’t anything special about it at all…until
she does the Downward Duck position in yoga that is. Once upside down, Sabrina spots the man of her
dreams which changes everything, especially when he asks her out on the first date she’s been on for
months. But Jason isn’t exactly who he says he is and secrets can never stay hidden for long. When
Sabrina learns that Jason has been lying to her, she runs. She’s not going to be fooled, even if he excited
her like she’s never been before. Sabrina won’t be made a fool of. But fate has a twisted plan for her,
dragging her right back into Jason’s life, leaving her questioning everything. Mainly, is the sizzle enough
to stick around for? Standalone Romance Story With No Cliffhanger! --- Search Terms: Pregnancy
romance books, bwwm novels, baby romance, pregnancy romance, bwwm, single dad romance, secret
baby romance, bad boy billionaire, bad boy romance, multicultural romance, contemporary romance,
interracial romance, multiracial romance, African American romance, interracial romance book, black
women books, contemporary romance books, alpha male romance books, contemporary women's fiction,
romantic fiction, romance fiction books, quick read, steamy romance, hot romance books, boss romance,
beach reads, new adult
Manhattan's Most Scandalous Reunion Dani Collins 2021-08-24 He can’t turn her away, and it has
nothing to do with the media storm outside his penthouse! Enjoy this sizzling romance from USA TODAY
bestselling author Dani Collins. She left him. That doesn't mean she's forgotten him. When paparazzi
mistake Nina Menendez for a supermodel, she takes refuge in her ex’s New York penthouse. Big mistake.
Guarded Reve Weston is incapable of emotional intimacy—and is intensely seductive… Reve has had
enough of scandal. To keep his name out of the tabloids, he insists Nina stay with him. But as their spark
reignites and she shares the mysteries of her past, Reve realizes his cynicism has a downside. If he can’t
give Nina the fairy tale she dreams of, he’ll have to let her go…for good! From Harlequin Presents: Escape
to exotic locations where passion knows no bounds. Read all The Secret Sisters books: Book 1: Married
for One Reason Only Book 2: Manhattan''s Most Scandalous Reunion
Trust Fund Fiancé Naima Simone 2020-09-01 An intriguing proposal mixes romance and finance…His
friend needs a fiancé to claim a fortune. But they both know it’s about more than money…Ezekiel
Holloway’s proposition could save his friend Reagan Sinclair’s inheritance and give her the freedom she
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craves. But when family scandals force Ezekiel to end their fake engagement, the heiress comes up with
a counterproposal—and they elope to Vegas after all! Is there something more than mere convenience at
stake here? USA TODAY Bestselling Author
The Forbidden Man Karina Halle 2019-12-11 A reckless and irresistible soccer star. A forbidden affair that
could ruin her career. The locker room has never been this steamy.Starting over was her only
option.Forty-years old and still reeling from a public and painful divorce, Thalia Blackwood is looking for a
fresh start, somewhere far away from her upside down life. When she's offered a new job as the sports
therapist for a football (soccer) team, she jumps at the chance. This is just what she needs to leave the
heartbreak and shame of Manchester behind, trading it in for the warmth and hopeful vibrancy of
Madrid.He was her only desire.Alejo Albarado is rising up the ranks in his career. As the charming forward
for the Real Madrid team, Alejo's life revolves around women, parties, and being a tabloid darling, that is
until the new sports therapist joins the team.Their passion could not be ignored.What starts out as a
strictly professional relationship between Thalia and the young Spanish player, slowly evolves into
something more. Much more.Their relationship was forbidden.But their combustible chemistry and
simmering sexual tension can only go so far--should Thalia give into Alejo's advances, she's at risk of not
only losing her job, but succumbing to a younger man will drag her through the spotlight again.Alejo might
be worth that risk.Unless he breaks her heart in the process.The Forbidden Man is a full-length
standalone romance. Characters from Love, in English make a cameo in this book, however The
Forbidden Man is intended to be read as a STANDALONE. This book is approximately 500 pages long
and was previously titled The Younger Man.
Her Billionaire Cowboy Sophia Summers 2019-12-23 Stet thinks all he needs is a high-powered wall
street career. AJ just wants the quiet life. When they meet in the middle, Stet's career is threatened and
JC's company almost goes under. Will Stet's efforts to fix everything only make them worse?The first book
in the Texas Ranch Romance series. Look for the other titles soon.Stetson will inherit his grandfather's
huge Wyoming ranch, but all he wants to do is make his way on Wallstreet.Abby Jane tires of the
pressures of running her New York publishing house. As soon as she can, she wants to move to a ranch
of her own.They meet when Stet steals her cab and AJ gets slammed with a wall of dirty NYC street
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puddle water.Sparks fly when they meet again at the Texas Ranch resort, but when Stet's boss interferes
with a suggestion of his own and pressures from the public sale of Abby Jane's company weigh her down,
the matchmaking wiles of the ranch hand and the romantic atmosphere in Texas may not be enough to
bring them together.
Twin Games in Music City Jules Bennett 2021-04-01 It’s a twin swap, Nashville-style, in the launch of the
Dynasties: Beaumont Bay series from USA TODAY bestselling author Jules Bennett! Country singer
Hannah Banks wants what she shouldn’t have. The owner of her new label—the man in charge of her
career—is way too hot. So hot he’s all she can think about… So to put distance between them, she poses
as her quieter twin sister. That should keep temptation away… Except Will Sutherland doesn’t play games.
He wants the real Hannah—in his studio and in his bed—as long as what’s between them stays their
secret. But when an old rival uncovers the truth, Will must choose between playing the press or playing
for keeps… From Harlequin Desire: Luxury, scandal, desire—welcome to the lives of the American elite.
Love triumphs in this uplifting romance, part of the new Dynasties: Beaumont Bay series. Book 1: Twin
Games in Music City by Jules Bennett Book 2: Second Chance Love Song by Jessica Lemmon
Teddy Sinatra: Chains for Love Mallory Monroe 2018-04-17 Pressure is the new normal for Teddy Sinatra.
As the oldest son and heir-apparent to take over the Sinatra Crime Family, the underworld, his men, and
his siblings all expect perfection from him. His father, the king of mob bosses Mick Sinatra, is very much
still in the game and expects his son to be worthy to someday take his place. But when a
misunderstanding goes horribly wrong, and Teddy is blamed for the carnage, mob families take sides
against the Sinatras. Teddy and Mick must join forces in a survival of the fittest unlike any the underworld
has ever seen. But it is a risky move that will either forever cement the Sinatra family as top dog- and
Teddy as its' future head, or forever destroy all his father worked to achieve.At the same time the
pressure is mounting on Teddy, African-American barmaid Nikki Tarver is in a pressure cooker of her own
and is in a fight for her survival too. She only spent time with Teddy once, when he was in LA on
business, but when her life turns upside down she has no recourse but to call on him. And although Nikki
runs to Teddy for help, it is Nikki, with her toughness, and with her tender love and care, who ends up
helping Teddy.In the first installment of the Teddy Sinatra interracial romance series, Teddy and Nikki,
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with a needed assist from Mick Sinatra, find out just what is required of them to climb that ladder to the
big-time, and to stay there.
Twins Under the Christmas Tree Marin Thomas 2013-10-01 Cowboy Up, Daddy! Conway Cash is finally
ready to settle down, and he has the perfect woman in his sights. The only thing is, he's dead set against
being a father—and Isi Lopez has twin four-year-old boys. When he finds himself roped into babysitting for
them, life starts getting complicated! Kids or no, Conway soon discovers he and Isi make a great couple.
And hanging around with her kids isn't so bad—that is, until they beg him to be their new daddy. The
pressure is piling up for this formerly footloose cowboy…but with some luck, and a whole lot of Christmas
spirit, Conway just may find himself in the center of his own ready-made family!
Jasmin's Billionaire Sookh Kaur 2020-07-26 In my first meeting with Will Bennet, I drip paint all over his
Hugo Boss suit. Jasmin Sandhu at it again. Lowly painter ruins gorgeous Hollywood producer's thousand
dollar outfit. He better not fire me because I need the money. I'll say yes to anything... Even Will Bennet
when he offers me a side job: Babysit his troubled brother in return for extra cash. It's only for a few days.
Easy, right? Except, his brother has a secret that could ruin their entire family. As an over-achieving,
open-hearted Punjabi it's practically my duty to help others so how can I stay out of it? Although being
around Will makes my brain go fuzzy. Turns out he might be having the same issue with me. The sexy
Hollywood billionaire is interested in solving my long-standing orgasm problem. It's only temporary, a onetime fling. I have a different future planned out so my heart has to be protected at all costs. (Well, that's
the idea anyway...) One thing is certain: Paint or no paint, things are about to get messy.
Taking Care of Business Brenda Jackson 2017-03-13 He wants her no matter what the cost… From the
moment she met gorgeous media tycoon Tag Elliott, Renee Williams could only fantasize about darkened
bedrooms, whispered promises and how his lips would feel on hers. But Renee is a social worker—and an
excellent one at that, thank you very much—and Tag belongs to one of Manhattan’s wealthiest families.
It’s not he’s out of her league, it’s that he’s from a different world. Tag isn’t looking for forever, but he
starts falling hard and fast for the beauty assigned to his ailing mother. When Renee finally agrees to one
night to live out their fantasies, he tries to ignore how quickly his heart gets tangled up with this intelligent,
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passionate woman. But their fling only fans the flames, and Tag is certain that once is not enough. Now
he wants more…no matter how much scandal he’ll create! Originally published in 2006
Billionaire Boss TS Layne 2019-06-11 I knew she was sin in stilettos the second I laid eyes on her… But
did that stop me? Hell, no. Because I’m nothing, if not a risk taker. And Roxi Rickoli, with a snake tattoo
climbing up her leg and hinting at unparalleled pleasure, tempts me like the devil himself. And while I
can’t get enough of the wild redhead who runs my bar, I know that fate is a cruel mistress. And when she
comes calling, someone must pay… **TS Layne is the Alter Ego of USA Today Bestselling Author Tessa
Layne. TS Writes Bad Boys & Billionaires. Tessa Writes Alpha Cowboys & Hot Heroes.** Billionaire,
Alphahole, Workplace, Secret Identity
An Unexpected Scandal JULES BENNETT 2020-04-01 They work so well together in so many ways… Nick
Campbell’s life has been upended. His hated rival is the father he never knew, and his top-notch architect,
Silvia Lane, is having his baby. It’s time for the billionaire to regain control. First step: get Silvia to marry
him. But she’s not having it. She has her own plans for how things should go, and she wants real love or
nothing! Mills & Boon Desire — Indulge in secrets and scandal, intense drama and plenty of sizzling hot
action with powerful and passionate heroes who have it all.
Three Mixed Babies: A Bwwm Billionaire Baby Romance. Haley Clayton 2019-04 I never though it was
possible but here's a proof of how fast your life can change.Bruna is the living example of being at the
right place at the right time. The young, black woman gets hired at a big company run by the mogul Dave,
a wealthy and powerful experienced man.The respected man is quickly allured by the innocence and
youth of Bruna.Sooner than later he makes up his mind and asks her out.Things grow fast between them
and a heartbeat everything falls into place.Read now how Bruna's life is changed as soon as she meets
the love of her life.
The Princess and the Player Kat Cantrell 2015-08-01 In this arranged marriage, falling for the wrong
brother leads to aroyal romance! Now that her family will rule Alma, Bella Montoro is acandidate for a
royal wedding. But the Miami-born free spirit won't bea pawn in her father's power plays. Though he
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matches her with an oilbaron's son, the princess has a preference for his twin brother, JamesRowling.
Long the Rowling black sheep, James is notorious for his waywith the ladies. Could it be that the soccer
star has met his match inBella? Or will his reputation—and a little surprise—stand in the wayof a happy
future together? Be sure to read the other sizzling and scandalous stories in theDynasties: The Montoros
series, only from Harlequin®Desire!MINDING HER BOSS'S BUSINESS by USA TODAY bestsellerJanice
Maynard CARRYING A KING'S CHILD by USA TODAY Katherine Garbera SEDUCED BY THE SPARE
HEIR by Andrea Laurence MAID FOR A MAGNATE by Jules Bennett A ROYAL TEMPTATION by USA
TODAY bestseller CharleneSands
The Sheikh's Secret Princess Leslie North The King has two choices—follow the rules, or follow his heart.
The strapping, fearsome King isn’t interested in bringing an heir into the kingdom through his controlling
Queen, Amira, or his snobby mistress, Tiana. Their constant battle of “winning” his firstborn child only
pushes him into the laundry room where he meets someone who makes him forget all about tradition.
She’s stunning, down-to earth, and everything he needs right now. Even if she does tease him a little.
Zara isn’t interested in just laundry. The King’s vast power scares many, but Zara isn’t afraid. She knows
there is more to him than charismatic charm and good looks. She can see behind the King’s hardened
personality and the playful maid’s feelings for him are definitely more than noble. Though, she can’t
believe he would ever be interested in a quiet, lowly maid like her. Then Zara is removed from the palace
and the Queen sets into action a deadly plot to claim the King’s firstborn child. Will Zara be able to save
her King, or will he have to sacrifice his happiness for the sake of tradition?
The Sinful Art of Revenge Maya Blake 2013-03-19 "Endless tabloid coverage has left Reiko Kagawa with
way too much information about art dealer Damion Fortier's legendary playboy exploits--everyone knows
he's renowned for leaving a wake of broken hearts across Europe's most glamorous destinations"--P. [4]
of cover.
Any Way You Want It Maureen Smith 2013-09-01 Zandra Kennedy owes the success of her elite escort
agency to some simple rules. Her girls offer companionship, not sex. And business always comes first.
Zandra won't allow any man to rule her life the way her father dominated her mother. But that doesn't
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mean she's immune to fantasies–especially when it comes to her childhood friend, gorgeous former navy
SEAL Remington Brand. For years, Remy has been breaking other women's hearts while guarding a
secret. He's in love with Zandra's feisty spirit and the vulnerability she keeps hidden under those lush
curves. A Caribbean vacation leads to an erotic encounter that's every bit as mind–blowing as they'd
imagined. Remy wants more. But he has another secret, too–a betrayal that could shatter Zandra's
career, their lifelong friendship and a passion too explosive to deny.…
August Amarie Avant 2018-10-19 August ReissSeven years ago, the love of my life and my parents died
in a robbery that went wrong.Do you know what that can do to a professionally trained hitman?Now I work
for a government organization. My next assignment is to infiltrate the Marchand's crew.The information
given is vague.But what rouses my interest is that the family "business" of crooks I'm to investigate
includes a Bajan little sister whose lips are the definition of sex and trouble.And yet Natalia's soft curves
are off limits-and not because her brothers will bash my head in. No. It's because she is capable of killing
me herself.Natalia Marchand Anything a man can do, I can do it better.I've lived by that credo my entire
life, and with my dangerous 'job' it's always been true.I'm a rich man's kryptonite. I can pretend to desire
you and then execute a plan to take everything you own.My brothers and I live dangerous lives.Then in
walks muscles, murky green eyes, and a cocky smile. August needs a place to stay, and he's saved my
kid brother's life.Now, he's a god to all my brothers-but can he really be trusted?My guts say no.I'll put a
bullet to his head if my intuition is right.
Just My Brother's BFF L a Pepper 2021-01-19 Isabella was my best friend's sister-- forbidden. But
someone forgot to tell her the rules.I was a billionaire, rich, handsome and powerful with women panting
after me...but the only woman I wanted was untouchable. I promised her brother I would NEVER break
the Bro code.She was my neighbour, my PLATONIC best friend and totally off-limits. When her brother
moved back in after his divorce, everything changed.Our friendship was making her brother suspicious.I
forced myself to move on and find another girl, any girl, or at least make all my friends THINK I had
another girlSuddenly, Isabella jealous-- This wasn't platonic at all. We could never work.. I could get my
happily ever after, or ruin everything... Meet the characters in book #1 of The Sterling Place Series! This
friend's to lovers romance will keep you turning the pages to see an epic story of fate! No cheating or
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cliffhangers, and of course, a HEA!
The Italian Heir Camilla Stevens 2019-06-13 One week in paradise. One surprise that
lasts...FOREVERThis is a BWWM Stand Alone Romance in the International Legacies Romance series.
LORENZO DAMIANITall. Dark. Handsome. Seductive. Enigmatic. Dominant.He was my knight in shining
armor that fateful morning in Naples.When he invited me to his tiny Italian island paradise, I was too far
under his spell to say no. For one full week, I was uninhibitedly his. No ties.No pressure. The best-laid
plans...Now, I'm back home in Seattle. I'm definitely tied...and the pressure is on.I have a tiny surprise that
will last forever.But Lorenzo is the heir to a dark legacy he wants no part of. What will he do when he
finds out he has an heir of his own?WARNING: Due to A LOT of steamy scenes, several vices, and adult
language 18+ Only!
Billionaire's Baby Promise Sarah M. Anderson 2017-03-01 For the baby's sake… Secretive billionaire
Daniel Lee is known for being ruthless. But he's discovered his conscience when it comes to Christine
Murray. Once, he'd smeared her name to win a campaign. Now that she's back in the spotlight, with a
precious baby to protect, Daniel's determined to make amends. Even if rescuing Christine and her
daughter means sweeping them away to a life he shares with no one… He'll do anything to earn
Christine's trust…and to have her in his bed. But now that the sexy single mom and her adorable daughter
are on his turf, he can't seem to let them go…
Bwwm Club J. A. Fielding 2015-06-09 Like black woman white man romance stories? Well you're in luck.
In this book you get 6 BWWM stories in 1 - that's 828 pages of interracial goodness! All of the books in
this bundle can be enjoyed as stand alone stories. That said, all have further parts in the series, so if you
like one more than the rest you can pick up more books with the same characters when you're ready.
Books in this collection are: 1. My Russian Dream: When she woke that morning, the last thing Sophie
expected was to not only meet the man of her dreams, but to enter into a fast moving whirlwind romance
with a mysterious Russian billionaire. Will it all be too much for Sophie? Or will this be her dream playing
out like she's always felt she deserved? 2. Passion Abroad: Have you ever felt like you just need to get
away from it all? Well that's exactly how Erica feels, and she's going to do something about it! The tale of
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a holiday romance which turns into a round the world trip with a passionate and loving new partner. 3.
Home Is Where The Heart Is: When a handsome English billionaire is looking for homes to add to his
portfolio, Julie is assigned the job of helping him out. But will this billionaire have another reason for his
interest in her? 4. Find Me Online: After filtering through a ton of pervs on a popular interracial dating site,
Cherelle finally finds someone who catches her eye. But is there more to her catch Michael than she
originally realizes? And will he be the man she is looking for? 5. Is Mr White Mr Right: One of the original
BWWM books, and largely held as a classic in the genre. Natasha Black is a strong African American
woman, who has always been career focused and level headed. Nothing has ever been able to knock her
off her game... until now! Enter 'McDreamy', the hunk of a boss at her new dream job. Will she be able to
stay career focused while getting advances from possibly the man of her dreams? 6. My Billionaire
Cowboy: What does a fashion stylist and a fashionably challenged cowboy have in common?! You're
about to find out... Kate is the proud owner of her own fashion boutique. Bruce is a successful business
man who now spends his time on his passion: working his ranch. When fate brings these two opposites
together, there's no denying there's something there. But is Kate at a point in her life where she is willing
to throw caution to the wind and allow herself to be swept off of her feet by an unexpected love? Authors
of these books: J A Fielding, Esther Banks and Cher Etan; all authors from Saucy Romance Books. To
see more great stories by us, simply search BWWM Club on Amazon Kindle. Suitable for over 18s only
due to all stories having scenes of a sexual nature.
Hate to Want You Alisha Rai 2017-07-25 Alisha Rai, one of contemporary romance’s brightest stars,
makes her Avon Books debut with the first novel in the sexy Forbidden Hearts series! One night. No one
will know. That was the deal. Every year, Livvy Kane and Nicholas Chandler would share one perfect
night of illicit pleasure. The forbidden hours let them forget the tragedy that haunted their pasts—and the
last names that made them enemies. Until the night she didn’t show up. Now Nicholas has an empire to
run. He doesn’t have time for distractions and Livvy’s sudden reappearance in town is a major distraction.
She’s the one woman he shouldn’t want . . . so why can’t he forget how right she feels in his bed? Livvy
didn’t come home for Nicholas, but fate seems determined to remind her of his presence—and their past.
Although the passion between them might have once run hot and deep, not even love can overcome the
scandal that divided their families. Being together might be against all the rules . . . but being apart is
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impossible. One of Amazon's Best Romances of the Month & Best Romances of 2017!
A Shameful Consequence Carol Marinelli 2012-02-21 "Nine month wedding night scandal! Nico Eliades is
back on the idyllic Greek island of Xanos to uncover long-buried family secrets. He can't help but notice a
bride in a crumpled wedding dress sitting on the steps of his hotel. Constantine's orchestrated marriage is
over before the wedding night. A humiliated virgin bride, she longs to feel desired, and at Nico's skilled
hands she experiences white-hot passion. But their one night brings more than just shame on Constantine
and her family ... . Constantine has no choice but to reveal her bombshell to Nico--yet still her fingers
tremble as she dials the number for Eliades Enterprises"--Publisher.
Tempted by the Boss Jules Bennett 2020-12-01 A vacation getaway filled with sun, sand and sizzling
seduction…from USA TODAY bestselling author Jules Bennett!“You’re in charge in the office… I’m in
charge here.”Kelly Prentiss needs her workaholic boss, Luke Holloway, to relax—and see her as more
than his assistant. So she arranges him an island vacation—with her! And just as she fantasized, the
island heat ignites a passion that makes seduction irresistible. But once they’re home—amid a scandal
about to take down his family’s company—will it be back to business as usual? From Harlequin Desire:
Luxury, scandal, desire—welcome to the lives of the American elite. Texas Cattleman’s Club: Rags to
Riches Book 1: The Price of Passion by Maureen Child Book 2: Black Sheep Heir by Yvonne Lindsay
Book 3: The Paternity Pact by Cat Schield Book 4: Trust Fund Fiancé by Naima Simone Book 5:
Billionaire Behind the Mask by Andrea Laurence Book 6: In Bed with His Rival by Katherine Garbera Book
7: Tempted by the Boss by Jules Bennett
Pregnant by the Rival CEO Karen Booth 2016-01-01 It was just business. And then she got pregnant…
Anna Langford is ready to be CEO of the family business, but her brother won't give up control. When she
sees the opportunity for a major deal, she goes for it, even though it means working with Jacob Lin, her
brother's former best friend, the guy she's never quite gotten over—the man her brother now despises. A
successful venture capitalist, Jacob makes ruthless moves. And Anna has given him the perfect chance to
take revenge on her brother… What starts as business turns into romance—until Anna learns of Jacob's
motives. And an unplanned pregnancy presents them both with the greatest challenge they've ever faced.
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The Billionaire Boss Next Door Max Monroe 2019-05-16 My new boss has it all. In spades.Gorgeous
green eyes? Check.Hard-and-sexy body? Check.Intelligence? Check.Success? A big fat billionaire...
Check.Too bad I haven't started out on the best foot.My big mouth has already turned him against me,
and tempting good looks and success aside, Trent Turner is no peach either. He's stubborn and thickheaded, and son of a fruitcake, he thinks he knows everything there is to know about the hotel
business.With him running the development of the new Vanderturn New Orleans Hotel and me doing the
design, our work relationship is far too intimate for two people who absolutely despise one another.But
that's not all.See, he isn't just my billionaire boss from hell. He's my new neighbor, too.Same city.Same
building.Same floor.Trent Turner is my billionaire boss next door.Holy moly, let's hope my career-and
hormones-can survive.Disclaimer: If you generally love to suffer, hate fun of any kind, and are allergic to
laughter, this book is not for you.
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